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new publications

jesus christ son of god savior
this new volume published by the religious
from
studies center contains powerful presentations hrom
a BYU symposium on the savior its sixteen chapters
offer stirring testimonies and doctrinal pieces by general authorities such as president merrill J bateman
geraid N lund and religious educators
and bider
eider gerald
elder
such as robert L millet and andrew C skinner the
book answers questions such as
how can the account of the visit of the resurrected lord to the
people of the americas inspire us to come unto christ
latter day saints really worship a different jesus than
do we as latterday
our evangelical brothers and sisters
how does the concept of grace fit in with latterday
latter day saint theology
iove mor
for us as
the authors provide insight into the redeemer s love
individuals for example W jeffrey marsh associate professor of
ancient scripture at BYU writes while the savior may not always
ilves his grace can bear us up against all
ali the
ail
remove the trials grom
from our lives
pressures surrounding us regardless of the kinds of bondage we may
heip us how to free us and how
find ourselves in he knows how to help
falth in him
to lead and protect us if we will but exercise faith
these topics are among the many doctrinal pieces
the saviors premortal foreordination and mortal ministry
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our creators humility to

be born as the babe of bethlehem
the role of mercy and grace in our redemption
the reassuring reality of the atonement and resurrection
edited by paul H peterson gary L hatch and laura D card
this volume sounds a clarion call of testimony offered with clarity
vigor and gratitude in witness of the divine calling of our lord and

savior jesus of nazareth
this book is available at

latterday
latter day saint bookstores

modern perspectives on nauvoo and the mormons
following the churchs 1999 announcement
to rebuild the nauvoo illinois temple local residents
began wondering whether this new development
would help or harm its small
smalltown
town atmosphere no
doubt the rebuilding of the temple would bring
changes in city planning public services traffic and
so on to a population of eleven hundred
larry E dahl appointed to direct the BYU semester at nauvoo
program noticed the mixed reactions of the townspeople and wanted
to capture their thoughts about nauvoos history current events the
mormons
Mor mons dr dahl an emerfuture and general perceptions of the cormons
itus professor of church history and doctrine at BYU recognized that
nauvoos history is very much dependent upon its oral traditions and
that a colorful picture of nauvoos history would emerge from a series
long standing residents
of interviews with the longstanding
with the endorsement of the nauvoo historical society dr dahl
decided to interview residents whose families had in many cases been
in nauvoo since its early history he recruited nine students in the
BYU semester at nauvoo program to conduct the interviews what
came of those interviews is alternately candid funny and illuminating
edited by larry E dahl and don norton and published by the religious studies center modern perspectives on nauvoo and the mormons
contains the transcribed interviews of twentysix
twenty six residents A piece of
fascinating americana modern perspectives will interest historians of
nauvoo and those looking for a good study of small town life in contemporary america
the volume is not for sale but a limited number of copies have
been distributed to the church archives the harold B lee library
the BYU religious education library the BYU semester at nauvoo
library nauvoo public library and the nauvoo historical society
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defending the falth
faith
early welsh missionary publications
nineteenthcentury
century wales was
the press in nineteenth
both a curse and a blessing for early members of the
church of jesus christ of latterday
latter day saints on the
one hand church members and missionaries faced

frequent attacks from several religious periodicals
then being circulated and their rebuttals were systematically reffi
sed publication on the other hand
refused
they were able to use the press as a defensive tool as well as an offensive weapon when captain dan jones using his brothers printing
press in the little village of rhydybont near llanybydder in car
marthenshire
marthen shire translated the twelve
page proclamation of the twelve
twelvepage
apostles into welsh and did much of the other work in getting four
thousand copies printed for circulation for the next three years this
prostitute press as opponents called it produced thousands of pages
in support of latter day saint doctrine these stirring pamphlets and
poems helped convert hundreds of welsh
in january 1849 a young convert by the name of john S davis
was put in charge of church publications in welsh he set up his own
press in merthyr tydfil and for five years produced an amazing quantity and assortment of materials then in january 1854 dan jones
back in wales on his second mission purchased daviss press and published even more tracts and pamphlets for another two years
the vast majority of joness and daviss publications have gone
unnoticed by historians due in large measure to the language barrier
believing that such historically valuable treasures deserved to come to
light professor ronald D dennis has prepared facsimile translations
of seventy of the early welsh publications in his defending the faith
early welsh missionary publications a new volume from the religious
studies center at brigham young university in addition to its historical value genealogists will find valuable clues to welsh family history
131
this book is available at latterday
latter day saint bookstores lei
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RELIGIOUS STUDIES CENTER
BRIGHAM YOUNG

university

religious studies center
established in 1975 by BYU religious education dean jeffrey R holland the religious studies center RSC is the research arm of
religious education at brigham young university since its inception
it has provided funding for numerous projects including conferences
books and articles relating to latterday
latter day saint culture history scripture and doctrine the RSC endeavors to use its resources to first
facilitate excellence in teaching the gospel of jesus christ second
encourage research and publication that contribute to the mission of
the university and its sponsoring institution the church of jesus
christ of latter day saints and third promote study and understanding of other cultures and religions

research and publication

one of the primary aspects of the RSCs mission

to promote the
search for new truths and the quest to better understand well
known
wellknown
truths the ultimate interpretation of doctrinal matters rests with the
first presidency and the quorum of the twelve apostles therefore we
seek to discover historical background provide cultural and linguistic
details and explore new avenues of understanding into our faith history and way of life thus research into scripture church history and
time
religious matters in general is an important part of what the full
fulltime
religious education faculty do because BYU is primarily a teaching
institution we recognize as our major thrust the classroom experience
we seek however to expand our classroom through the writing and
publication of our research

the

is

RSC helps fund several meaningful projects each year and publishes books articles a newsletter and the religious educator in
helping to promote and disseminate latterday
latter day saint research and
thought these publications enhance the libraries of latterday
latter day saint
readers and others who take an interest in the history or culture of the
latterday
latter day saints
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an invitation to join with

Us

RSC research and publication projects are sustained by university funding and by financial donations from friends who want to encourage the
kind of quality work the RSC does we are thankful for the generosity
of those who support our efforts to bring the best scholarship to light
if you would like to become a donor to the RSC to help its mission
please contact the RSC at 370 JSB BYU provo UT 84602

studies center restricts its publications to items that fit
within the scholarly range of the curriculum and mission of religious
education it produces materials that are well written rigorous and
original and that reflect the doctrine the history the teachings of the
living prophets and the standard works of the restoration it seeks
works that meet academic needs or fill a niche in the area of faithful
scholarship it welcomes all materials that fit within these parameters
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